
                          To What Do We Aspire? 
 

In our determination to save the Comet Diner I have tried to find the words to 
encourage the public, the City of Hartford and surely the community of Asylum Hill 
that the preservation of an icon is greater than just bringing the diner back to life. 
The challenge centers around the fact that the diner was trucked to the site in 1948 
so why not send it back down the road to somewhere else?  This is a logical and a 
reasonable solution for historic preservation of the building. Let’s ignore the cost 
and issue of finding a new home which these suggestions fail to explore. (Ever 
moved a building in a city, it’s very expensive.)  For me the question is what is lost by 
creating yet another vacant lot? More to the point what does this mean to Asylum 
Hill and the Farmington Avenue corridor as it loses an icon that so many people 
identify with as a destination they loved.  Have you ever asked yourself “where is the 
Comet”?  I would suggest that the diner is among a very few landmarks to be found 
along Farmington Avenue which are instantly identifiable.  Think about it. 
 
Historic preservation is all about community economic development in The 
Preservation Alliance’s strategic plan.  The Courant called it sentimental to preserve 
the Comet but throughout the US many cities are basing their redevelopment 
strategies on the foundation of historic buildings.  As Hartford struggles to recreate a 
vitality, hats off to the Downtown, what of the neighborhoods? Luke Bronin has 
repeatedly spoken about the priority to reestablish the commercial corridors of the 
city.  What was the outcome of demolishing so many historic buildings along Main 
Street, Downtown Dry Gulch. Time and again in Hartford the immediate decision 
to get rid of the past is sacrificed to a long term strategy for a comprehensive 
community plan.  Farmington Avenue and the Asylum Hill Neighborhood created 
such a comprehensive plan which is based on the preservation of historic 
neighborhood structures. Principle among these is the Comet 
 
A recent post on Facebook basically asked the question regarding the aspirational 
goals of Hartford?  Where is the road map, what is the desired future for this city 
with such an amazing past? Perhaps I am taking the post too far but I immediately 
thought about the Comet, the effort to preserve it and the future of Asylum Hill?  
Sure the preservation of the amazing diner has a cost.  In consideration are several 
options to reuse the diner offering food and access to food which brings the diner 
full circle acting once again as a beacon to hungry people in Hartford.  For those of 
us who frequented the place, for more reasons than having breakfast, it housed one 
of the best bars in town; we are reminded of the theme song from “Cheers” which 



said “where everybody knows your name”.  Can there be any better definition of 
placemaking than having an urban identity? 
So yes, to what do we aspire?  Surely waving goodbye to the diner on a flatbed can be 
accomplished as a form of historic preservation but what replaces the destination?  
Do we gather at the CVS, a Walgreen’s, a Delta Dental?  My belief is that the urban 
neighborhood of Asylum aspires to something better than another drive-through 
box.  In all humility the City of Hartford hungers for the aspiration to a greater 
strategy brought about through comprehensive community planning.  I hope that 
you might have an opinion about this so please share with us. 
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